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WELCOME
Sunset in Saint Louis, 2008 © Spencer Finch

January is about new beginnings. Why is that? How bound are we to the temporality of our clocks and calendars? And if we are, 

how can we, as brand managers, question the restrictions of modern efficiency with new product offerings? 

We found inspiration in Spencer Finch’s work, currently exhibited at the Morgan Library in New York City.  A modern interpreta-

tion of medieval Books of Hours, A Certain Slant of Light, resonates with this issue’s theme: TIME. We open up with a discussion 

anchored in Raymond Boisvert’s ‘Clock Time/Stomach Time,’ published in Gastronomicus: The Journal of Food and Culture and 

then move on to three exceptional pieces. The first challenges our Veblenian approach to luxury and offers a new perspective on 

conspicuous consumption, leisure, and social status as observed in liberal markets. The second is a comprehensive overview of 

the luxury field and offers a new reading of Pierre Bourdieu’s established framework while also adding to it and proposing a very 

useful segmentation of luxury consumers based on time and change. The third piece links modern understanding of time with 

perceived productivity and its applications in marketing collectible experiences. We close with a thought provoking interview with 

Mariko Iwata, Founder and CEO of Miks Letterpress+ an innovative letterpress company that blends the digital with the physical 

to reflect on the quality of leisure time. Miks Letterpress+ offers customers a luxury experience in dealing with emotions, leisure, 

and communications with others.

Enjoy!

Thomaï Serdari, EDITOR
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HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OF EACH ISSUE

•	 Yellow outlines indicate hyperlinks. Click 
on them for additional content. 

•	 The summary, analysis,interpretation, and 
illustrations are all generated by PIQlux-
ury. It is what we think you need to retain 
or extract from the original article.

•	 At the end of each article you will find a 
link to either a full-text source of the orig-
inal academic content or its citation and 
publisher’s details on how to get it.



Modernity brought efficiency. Efficiency has taken us away 
from the aesthetics of the natural world. What if it is 90 °F 
degrees outside? We stock up on winter coats in the middle 
of the summer. No opportunity to observe the seasons 
changing, the weather easing up, the colors shifting to 
a more muted palette, the earth exuding deep mineral 
tones. We are boxed. In an efficient, mechanized pattern of 
consumption. At least, the middle class is.

The irony of our times is that the Chinese, original creators 
of tea ceremonies (a highly ritualistic performance that, 
among other things, allow one to appreciate time in tan-
dem with nature) and linguistically gifted with a language 
that lacks conjugated verbs and does not separate the 
past, present, and future are the most eager victims of 
modern efficiency. They are champions in an economy that 
consumes aggressively, striving to attain their lost individ-
ualism by giving in to conformity. Regardless, this is good 
news for brands and retailers.

This is a story line that most luxury brands have embraced 
but few have actually materialized with product that makes 
one slow down, appreciate the moment, and experience it 
as a whole, body and mind.

Imagine: What if we could in fact follow John Dewey’s 
philosophy and placed emphasis on what our stomach tells 
us about time? Not our mind, not the news or any other 
type of external informant. What if we relied on our stomach 
to measure time, past, present, future; morning, mid-day, 
evening; urgecies as opposed to delays. What then?

 Time measured by the stomach is time well spent. We 
would eat only when hungry. There would be no ‘time to 
waste’ because time would be used in longer intervals. 
Stomach time knows no other distractions. The clock is 
not ticking or rather the ticking becomes irrelevant. Email 
notifications are not calls to disrupt the workflow because 
urgency has a new meaning.  In losing its temporal resolve, 
time becomes more seasonal. It allows one to connect with 
the experience of the moment and be more productive. It 
allows one to get things done and get tired.  It allows one to 
fall asleep and remain asleep for the duration of the night 
so that the following day is equally productive.  No wonder 
Arianna Huffington has embarked on a campaign to make 
people understand the importance of sleep.

How is luxury connected to the discussion of time?  In this 
issue of PIQluxury we want to move beyond the obvious 
connection. It is true that luxury goods, products of great 
design and high quality, are durable and timeless. In that 
sense, they are sustainable as well.

In studying the market for luxury goods we found that  most 
meaningful innovations are those that deal with the idea of 
‘time.’ Think of the new Hermès nautilus fountain pen that 
allows the writer to indulge in every single curl of a doodle, 
in every line and dot. 

© Hermès Nautilus Fountain Pen, designed by Marc Newson.

© FindOrion Photography &  © Miks Letterpress 2014

OPENER

As if it were not enough that daily routines are structured 
around work life, an individual’s perception of time is fur-
ther dissolved in our increasingly seasonless environment.

Mandatory idleness is often linked to the lower classes, 
unemployment, and even prison life. Indulgent idleness is 
thought of as the privilege of the super rich. Everyone else, 
about 80% of the Western world’s population is confined in 
the middle. Not a comfortable place to be. 

The middle knows of almost no leisure mainly because 
leisure is itself something to be consumed as a symbol of 
status. The calendar year is a series of reminders of when 
the middle class must spend more money, consume more, 
and ultimately work more in order to afford these expenses.

This tightly regulated consumption calendar of the mid-
dle-class consumer who indulges in expensive products 
and experiences is completely artificial. The latest calendar 
construct appeared in China where November 11 has been 
declared Singles Day. You guessed correctly. This day is as 
important for retailers as Valentine’s Day is in the Western 
world. 

Today it is even easier to reinforce artificial retail milestones 
such as Singles Day because social media and e-commerce 
make it pretty easy to spread the word and most important-
ly to facilitate purchases online.

While most of us think that this is the ‘natural’ way of 
things, consider that Japan switched to the Gregorian 
calendar in 1873. Up until that date, the Japanese marked 
the beginning of the new tea year by breaking the seal of a 
new tea jar. Not on a predetermined date but when it was 
necessary to actually renew the supplies. (Boisvert 2006)

Today, clocks control our time and make our life difficult. 
What if we allowed color to measure time as artist Spencer 
Finch does in his work The Color of the Sky. One would 
meet friends when the sky turns purple, would go to dinner 
when the sky turns gold-speckled, dark navy and would 
wake up when the color turns soft blue. What a luxury 
would that be! 

© Spencer Finch. Color of the Sky on 9/11, 2014. (Right)
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Let’s look at these contrasting ideas: In the world of 18th 
century Japanese screen painting one loses the sense of time. 
In the world of Edward Hopper the weight of boredom, wait 
and emptiness is tangible. George Seurat’s La Grande Jatte 
(1884-86) is a marker of that new temporal modern space 
that characterized all of 20th century and still marks our lives. 

Hiroshi Sugimoto. Lightning Fields, ‘08  photo artandsciencejournal.com

George Seurat’s La Grande Jatte (1884-86) is a marker of 
that new temporal modern space that characterized all of 
20th century and still marks our lives. Read more about 
the modern temporal order on the Institute for Advanced Study 
page.

In the work of Sugimoto lightning knows no before or after 
because time has been collapsed through the photogra-
pher’s special technique of recording images with an open 
shutter for very long periods of time.

Think of the most extraordinary timepieces that rather than 
being instruments of measuring time (scientific time that 
is) they are mainly and primarily excuses to stall, to connect 
with the physical object and its beauty, its materiality.

© F. P. Journe, Limited Editions

https://www.ias.edu/about/publications/ias-letter/articles/2013-fall/dombrowski-time
https://www.ias.edu/about/publications/ias-letter/articles/2013-fall/dombrowski-time
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Rather than buying status through the acquisition of luxury 
goods, the ultra rich are perhaps closer to creating time for 
enjoyment, experiencing the here and now. Or at least, this 
is a very powerful idea that superior brands need to focus on. 
Not surprisingly, this is achieved through manipulation of 
materials. Listen to the passage of time and experience the 
now.

Feel the sumptuousness of the paper Miks Letterpress+ 
cards are made of. Feel with your senses. If the now of what 
you feel captures you, you are interacting with a luxury 
object. 

The rest of this issue will challenge your own notion of time 
but will also help you understand how time can be used to 
market your luxury brand.

Clock Time/Stomach Time
Rraymond d. Boisvert
Gastronomica: The Journal of Critical Food Studies 
Vol. 6, No. 2 (Spring 2006) , pp. 40-46
Published by: University of California Press
Link to article details

Do you have comments or questions?
Email us at:

editor@piqluxury.com
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In societies with these characteristics, the prevalent type of 
consumption is inconspicuous.

Inconspicuous consumption characterizes the behavior of 
high earners who have purchasing power and indulge in 
luxury goods, which, unfortunately, cannot enjoy because 
of lack of time. What is important for their understanding of 
partaking in symbolic capital is to buy the objects that make 
them feel important, even if these are for when there will be 
time.

Having established why patterns of consumption in 
attainment of symbolic capital are different today than 
what they used to be in the time Veblen was writing, the 
authors establish an important category of goods that must 
satisfy the consumers’ desire to identify with the dominant 
class, particularly during their time of leisure. Therefore, 
one can imagine that these luxury objects are goods to be 
consumed at home primarily or, if not at home, in private 
settings. 

This is how the processes of production become relevant 
again in establishing what a luxury good truly is. If what 
we consume in private is worthy of our leisure time (and 
in addition will stay unused for a while and until we have 
time to occupy ourselves with it) it follows that this object 
must be of superlative quality, durability, timelessness and 
craftsmanship. 

TAKEAWAYS 1

Modern times have given us:

Overall increase of leisure time for the working classes.
Great increase in numbers of workers who see work as an 
incentive toward improvement of social status and acquisi-
tion of symbolic capital through activities

Symbolic capital is a true motivator in consumption of travel 
experiences because these require both capital and time.

Lack of leisure time sets high standards in consumption of 
luxury goods and experiences designated for when there 
will be time.

The dominant class in liberal markets consumes based on 
quality, durability, and timelessness rather than for conspic-
uous and ephemeral display.

Depending on where a brand is in the hierarchy of brands 
and on what type of quality of goods and services it provides 
it can only reach for a certain type of consumer (and not an-
other).  This would help brands price their products correctly 
to signify the appropriate purpose of their offers. Are their 
products opportunities for conspicuous consumption or are 
they destined for inconspicuous consumption?  
 

HOW THE TIME-CHALLENGED 
MIDDLE CLASS CONSUMES 
LUXURY PRODUCTS

In 2004, when Sullivan’s and Gershuny’s work on Inconspic-
uous Consumption was published in the Journal of Con-
sumer Culture, the authors emphasized the gap in literature 
in terms of studies that focus entirely on the consumption 
side of things, neglectiing the ‘interdependence of the 
processes of production and consumption.’ 

Today, more than ten years later, the problem remains. 
There are very few researchers who study the concept of 
luxury holistically from both the production and consump-
tion perspective. Regardless, articles that discuss consump-
tion of luxury overpower the existing literature. This leads 
to questions of morality (should we consume something 
as superfluous and corrupting as luxury and how does that 
change our behavior and identity?), questions that have 
prevailed all philosophical and business discussions since 
the late 19th century when Thorstein Veblen published his 
Theory of the Leisure Class. 

Sullivan and Gershuny correctly point out that when Veblen 
was writing his well-argued theory the world, its economy, 
and our society were the construct of completely different 
rules than those that govern life today. In fact, today the 
relationship between leisure, time, money and status is very 
different from the end of the 19th century. What Veblen saw 
as superior social status was leisure itself, a trait of aristoc-
racy, a land-owning class relying on the labor of others to 
create wealth.

On the contrary, the 20th century empowered the masses 
away from manual/land labor and into a modern life or 
industrial corporations and service companies that allowed 
the creation of the middle class. There are many more 
people today who make a lot of money and who even have 
access to new networks that cultivate their taste. This is why 
Pierre Bourdieu was keen on articulating his theory that 
clarified the difference between financial and cultural capi-
tal and how status cannot be acquired solely on the basis of 
finances.

We are also familiar with the reverse effect, the new class, 
which as a product of capitalism and in spite of it, includes 
the underpaid and overeducated, those with ‘high levels of 
cultural capital and low levels of financial resources.’ 

What luxury brands wish to identify is the dominant class (high 
levels of both cultural capital and financial resources) and their 
pattern of adopted leisure activities because they establish 
distinctive lifestyles, ripe for emulation by the masses.

If we speak of newly defined distinctive lifestyles we also imply 
that the dominant class is establishing the nature and charac-
ter of a society’s ‘symbolic capital,’ a term that Bourdieu coined 
in 1984. Status emulation can be achieved either via consump-
tion of luxury goods or luxury/lifestyle experiences. 

These patterns of consumption truly affect the bottom line of 
luxury brands because as Sullivan and Gershuny correctly note 
“the relative importance of these [consuming] groups in terms 
of proportion of the population is greater now than what it was 
a century ago when Veblen was writing.” (Sullivan; Gershuny 
2004: 82) Therefore, in order to correctly assess our soci-
ety’s ability to participate in the luxury economy we need to 
incorporate the work of Juliet Schor, author of The Overworked 
American (1992) and that of Arlie Hochschild’s, author of The 
Time Bind (1996). The irony of our times is that overall we are 
enjoying an increase in non-work (leisure) time (from about 
the 1980s) whereas individually we are all strapped for time. 
The more one wants to emulate the dominant class the more 
time is invested in work. What is scarce and truly luxurious for 
each one of us is time itself.

The authors further refine their argument by noting the differ-
ences between sexes (in general, women work longer because 
their working hours extend from the work place to the home) 
and between political regimes. For example, “full-time em-
ployees (both men and women) in social democratic regimes 
have shorter average daily durations of paid work than their 
counterparts in liberal market economies.” (Sullivan; Gershuny 
2004: 86) In liberal market societies, “there is an assumption 
that market forces are the most efficient promoter of social 
advancement, and the level of state benefits is set deliberately 
low in order to provide a work incentive.” (Sullivan; Gershuny 
2004: 86)

In other words, in most modern societies that follow rules of 
efficiency in terms of market place organization and liberalism 
in terms of market regulation there is a negative leisure time 
gradient as the level of earned income increases. There are also 
large numbers of people who earn high incomes. 

14          15
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Inconspicuous Consumption: Work-rich, time-poor 
in the liberal market economy
Orien Sullivan and Jonathan Gershuny
Journal of Consumer Culture
Vol. 4 (1): 79-100, 2004
Published by Sage Publications
Link to full-text pdf

Do you have comments or questions?
Email us at:

editor@piqluxury.com
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TIME: THE MOST IMPORTANT 
INGREDIENT OF YOUR 
MARKETING CAMPAIGNS

This article is a must-read for all brand professionals. What it 
does is give a well-researched, clearly organized, and fairly 
balanced overview of the field of luxury studies as it had 
developed through 2008. We are of course several years 
ahead already and the truth is that the field is changing 
rapidly and with positive results. 

What has changed since this article was written is a concert-
ed effort by academics to organize the field of luxury studies 
in a coherent scholarly direction with its distinct bibliogra-
phy and historiography, one that moves beyond studies of 
economics and marketing toward a comprehensive assess-
ment that includes processes of production and discussions 
of equal weight in the fields of philosophy, aesthetics, art 
history, anthropology, media, design, economics, finance, 
marketing, consumer psychology, and even neuroscience. 

Be that as it may, “Observing and Preserving Luxury Brands” 
remains an important reading in the literature of luxury and 
a very useful one. It clarifies two main ideas.
 
A. The luxury object is consumed based on any one or a 
combination of the following motivations, functionality; 
symbolic capital; emotional need;
 
B. Consumption patterns change with time, as do objects 
and experiences.
 
In other words, the scholars who worked on producing this 
article take the work that Pierre Bourdieu had completed, 
as articulated in the 1970s and 80s, and push it one step 
further, creating a complex framework. In it, they account 
for the consumer’s evolution through time as well as the 
object’s or experience’s change in time. A brand, therefore, 
may depend on either or both changes happening in time.

Why does that concern brand managers? It does because it 
allows one to segment a brand’s customer base in distinct 
groups, each one operating based on different assumptions 
and motivated by different incentives. Take a look at the 
following diagram extracted by Berthon et al. work: 

Depending on the Customer Relationship Management 
(CRM) system you are using, you may be in a position to 
ascertain which one of the three fields are operative for 
each one of your clients. Is it a functional perfectionism that 
makes them buy your product? Is it an emotional bond with 
a personal experience or precious person? Or is it a quest 
to reach high status in society? Depending on how much 
information you have and how much information you can 
collect, you are in a unique position to fully identify with the 
deepest psychological incentives that make your client loyal 
to your brand. This is extremely valuable knowledge that 
you can use to promote new merchandize and create repeat 
visits to your store.

To take this diagram one step further: It really helps us 
understand the difference between two objects of similar 
physical traits. What makes us decide which one we con-
sider as more valuable? In terms of actual price of gold, 
both may have the same price (or rather the same cost). But 
how we relate to each one of them depends on whether 
we view them for their functional, symbolic, or experiential 
level. For most people, even based on an equal amount of 
raw material cost, the vintage Cartier bracelet would have a 
greater value.

18            19



In addition, you need to spend some time internalizing the 
above diagram, which explains how different groups of peo-
ple respond to the exact same object. Since each group has 
different motivations and different goals, you need to craft 
at least four types of communications and design four types 
of events to cater to each one of the groups described here.

At the bottom left you have people who have started mak-
ing enough money to have disposable income but really 
lack in cultural capital. They only know of brand names and 
see brands as a steppingstone to a higher social status. 
These individuals purchase brand names rather than goods, 
have small amounts of disposable income and therefore 
are interested in the lower tiers of luxury. They will buy 
the smallest items of your product line as long as they can 
display it  (conspicuous consumption).

At the top left, you have a clientele of similar caliber with 
the difference that these customers have a lot of money 
to spend (even if they lack in taste, true understanding of 
value, or aesthetic experience) and would like to spend it 
ideally in front of a large audience or in the company of 
famous people.

At the bottom right, you have your repeat customers, those 
who buy because they are collecting and who appreciate the 
quality of your products, believe in the product’s inherent 
value, and will do anything they can to contribute to the 
preservation of a good name and value for your brand.

At the top right, you have customers who are as well edu-
cated as the ones we just saw at the bottom right but who, 
in addition, don’t hesitate to indulge and fully experience 
whatever they are purchasing (for example, a very rare bottle 
of wine that they have purchased for a huge amount of mon-
ey). What counts for them is the moment and the aesthetic 
experience that it entails.

              21
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TAKEAWAYS 2

A consumer connects with your brand and products on 
various levels: functional; emotional; and symbolic.

A consumer may connect with your brand on all of these 
levels at the same time. S/he may evolve through time and 
be interested in any one of these fields during different time 
periods.

One needs to understand fully the nature of the product 
or experience you are offering. Is it something tangible or 
ephemeral? Is it something that lasts and remains timeless 
or an item of fashion that by definition expires within a 
limited amount of time?

Depending on how you qualify your own products and 
brand you also need to understand what motivates your 
consumer make the purchase. For each type of motivation, 
different types of communications can be crafted.

Aesthetics and Ephemerality: Observing and Pre-
serving the Luxury Brand
Pierre Berthon et al.
California Management Review, Vol. 52, No. 1, 45-66, Fall 
2009
University of California Press
Link to full-text pdf 2

Do you have comments or questions?
Email us at:

editor@piqluxury.com
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TAKEAWAYS 3
Marketing of collectible experiences may require invest-
ment in the following:

Product line breadth (as in The Crazy Horse Bar in Bloom-
ington Indiana with a loyalty program titled ‘Around the 
World in 80 Beers: The bar carries more than 80 domestic 
and imported beers and allows for a variety of combination 
of how one chooses to fill a score card). (Keinat 2011:949)

Brand positioning: Linking to specific locations (for example 
The Hard Rock Café promises a different experience in each 
one of its locations) (Keinat 2011:949)

Memorabilia: Give the customer something tangible that 
accompanies the intangible experience and offer products 
that must first be won and are sold at a premium so that 
they fit the concept of social differentiation.

Calendars of experiences and packages with expiration 
dates. Remember that clock time already comes with the 
concept of scarcity attached to it. Additionally, personal 
milestones often come with expiration dates (for example, 
one needs to climb 30 mountain peaks by the age of 30 
and so on).

Productivity Orientation and the Consump-
tion of Collectable Experiences
Anat Keinan and Ran Kivetz
Journal of Consumer Research 
Vol. 37, No. 6 (April 2011) , pp. 935-950
Published by: The University of Chicago Press
Link to article details 3

Do you have comments or questions?
Email us at:

editor@piqluxury.com

CHALLENGE YOUR 
CUSTOMERS’ NOTION OF 
TIME SO THAT THEY RETURN 
TO YOUR BRAND

One of the fundamental principles that drive businesses of 
all types is that customers seek pleasure and want to avoid 
pain. Anan Keinan and Ran Kivetz observed that consumers 
today place greater emphasis on innovative, even extraor-
dinary experiences (all types of leisure activities, including 
vacations and celebrations) even if these are predicted to 
be less pleasurable. The authors’ research outlines why 
consumers make these choices. And here is the connection 
with time, this issue’s theme. Consumers want to use time 
productively, even when on vacation. 

Productivity therefore is not necessarily in agreement with 
consumers’ daily activities but rather with their wish to 
accomplish something unusual, something curious, and 
ideally extraordinary, something that would count as an 
accomplishment. In fact, it turns out that consumers today 
are so wired for efficiency that it is not at all uncommon to 
encounter long wish lists with activities and experiences 
of increasing difficulty and perhaps some pain involved 
(for example, stay in freezing rooms at the Ice Hotel or eat 
insects at the exotic food market).

These wish lists are mostly experiential and out of the 
ordinary daily routine so that they generate a sense of ac-
complishment. Our modern culture of time efficiency (clock 
time) has conditioned us to seek experiences that make us 
feel able and strong even if they are painful and even if we 
are on break. 

Industrialization and puritanism have a lot to do with this 
type of behavior. First of all, clock time is scarce and because 
it is perceived as scarce, it should not be wasted. In other 
words, while vacation implies free time, our moral compass 
forbids freedom or fluidity of experiences and requires 
instead a well-formed idea of purpose with actionable goals 
to be noted and checked off when completed.

Today, most people are afraid of feeling unproductive, a 
condition often associated with unemployment, wasteful-

ness, loss of purpose in life, 

The West Point Military Academy considers ‘unproductive 
use of time as a powerful form of punishment.’ (Keinan 
2011: 935)

In collecting experiences, consumers find a new purpose not 
only for the individual excursion or opportunity but rather 
for an entire series of goals that must be met outside work, 
during vacation time, and as pastime activities. This type of 
collecting is directly linked to consumption since achieving 
one goal implies moving on to the next, especially if that is 
something memorable, extraordinary, and anywhere from 
remarkable to enviable. This is perhaps the one instance 
when scarcity of time leads to differentiating oneself socially 
by achieving ‘super-hero’ status.

The authors conduct eight experiments that support the 
aforementioned discussion. Additionally, one learns that 
most consumers seek sensational experiences and variety. 
This is very useful information for those who market that sort 
of experiences. To attract new customers is one thing, but to 
attract repeat customers would require mindful design (or 
re-design) of the experiences offered so that they become in-
deed collectible. Additionally, the marketing manager needs 
to think about various aspects of collectability.

How are these experiences documented? How are they 
preserved? How are they shared? What mechanisms does 
the marketer institute so that the consumer has something 
tangible to show for the thrill of the experience? Examples of 
collectible products may make a good guide of what to think 
about when designing collectible experiences and how to as-
sure that the customer comes back for an enhanced version 
of something already checked off the list.
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PIQluxury: This month’s theme is ‘time.’ We are thrilled to 
welcome you Mariko and discuss with you how the con-
cept of time both informs and shapes your work with Miks 
Letterpress +. How it also shapes your customer’s experi-
ence when using your product. You have previously shared 
impressions of family life. Let me clarify for our readers 
that your grandparents were Japanese and your parents 
Japanese-born. Could you elaborate on your experience of 
being bi-cultural?

Mariko: I would say I’m second generation or nissei (a 
person born in the US or Canada whose parents were 
immigrants from Japan), or even half third generation since 
my mother came here at such a young age (she was 6) and 
is very American in many aspects. Compared to other nissei, 
I think I was exposed to a lot more traditional Japanese cul-
ture and art. I grew up near my maternal grandmother and 
she taught Ikebana (Japanese art of flower arrangement) 
and Chado (Japanese tea ceremony). My grandmother 
never fully acclimated to American culture, socializing in 
Japanese circles and never embracing the language. In 
some respects, this meant that my siblings and I had to 
adapt to her world and learn Japanese to be apart of it – 
which is exactly what happened. I guess we could have also 
not adapted, but she had this positive quality about her and 
it seemed like the right choice to learn Japanese to be part 
of her world. My mother always worked with her and now 
teaches Ikebana as well. Growing up, I was always surround-
ed by flowers, students and the tea ceremony.

PIQluxury: Take us through your academic training. Could 
you tell us about your studies and your professional experi-
ence before you decided to work on letterpress printing?

Mariko: I studied art history and fine arts at NYU as an 
undergraduate. I’ve always been drawn to designing and 
making things, but it has taken me a bit to find the best 
medium for me to express myself. After graduating I spent a 
year teaching English in Japan and was drawn more to the 
social sciences such as education and government reform. 
I went back to school to receive my masters in international 
affairs and public health. My most recent job was with a 
management consulting firm specializing in healthcare. As 
my career has progressed, I have found that I keep reverting 
back to my love for design and now work full time towards 
building Miks Letterpress +.

PIQluxury: I distinctly recall our discussions about your 
grandmother and the fact that she upheld Japanese tradi-
tions, such as the ones you mentioned, the tea ceremony 
and floral arrangements. These are important in the context 
of time. Both activities reflect aesthetic preferences of the 
Japanese culture but also serve as a measure of time.  

Mariko: My grandmother had a strong influence on me. She 
was both a business woman and an artist and taught Ikebana 
and Chado for more than 30 years. Her work ethic was 
impeccable. Her week started on Thursdays when she would 
go to the flower market and work with my mother and her 
students to clean the flowers for her lessons held on Fridays. 
Sundays she would go to church and update the arrange-
ment from the previous week. Mondays and Tuesdays she 
taught Chado. The fact that I know this about her schedule 
goes to show how disciplined she was. 

Her schedule was structured just as what she taught was very 
structured. In Ikebana there are rules to how many stems 
you use and how they should be angled. In Chado, each 
motion is predetermined from where to place objects to how 
to move the wash cloth when cleaning a bowl. However, 
going back to the concept of time you mention, both arts 
celebrate the moment. In Ikebana, I’d say that is the moment 
you are arranging is supposed to be soothing. In Chado, the 
beauty of it is that that moment will never exist again at the 
same time or the same place, despite it being a replicable 
act of preparing and sharing tea. For my grandmother, even 
though she had a structured schedule, she was good at sa-
voring the moments in her schedule and making the people 
who were part of the moments feel special. 

PIQluxury: Two of the scholarly articles studied for this issue 
of PIQluxury make specific references to two very interesting 
concepts: the concept of ‘ma,’ which, in Japanese, denotes 
the pause between speech or musical intervals; also the idea 
that prior to adopting the Gregorian calendar, Japanese had 
a more fluid idea of time, one that spoke of a temporal ex-
perience rather than a fixed, regimented, and automatic that 
controls life in spite of the individual personal predisposi-
tions. Do you find your understanding of time to be enriched 
because of your proximity to Japanese traditions? And if yes, 
how exactly? Could you think of a couple of examples from 
your work?
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Yes, my understanding of time has been enriched because 
of my proximity to Japanese traditions. There is an apprecia-
tion of the current moment that resonates with me. 

The tea ceremony celebrates the connection you have with 
your guest by savoring the fact that the moment will never 
exist again. There will be no other time where you will be sit-
ting with the other person in the exact moment and circum-
stance. The ceremony is very calculated with a set of steps 
and motions one is to learn to master each level. Since it’s so 
controlled, you’re able to step away from the repetitiveness 
of the ceremony and then feel the one thing we can’t control 
– the time. This is just my understanding. I wouldn’t say I’m 
an expert in the true essence of the tea ceremony, but this is 
what the ceremony means to me.

However, this outlook on time doesn’t influence the copy of 
my work. It influences how I view the experience of taking 
a card or letter out of an envelope. When I design, I think 
about the moment when someone looks at the card up 
close. 

The design is subtle. If you’re far away you can’t see the 
blind impression. I want them to feel special because they 
noticed something others don’t see if they haven’t looked 
closer. I want them to feel like they are part of an exclusive 
experience. I want to provide a feeling of closeness, whether 
it be to the person who gave it to them or in the message 
itself. 

PIQluxury: ‘Ma’ describes silence more than anything else. 
It also defines space and time.  Reading about the respect 
Japanese musicians have for establishing a collective pace, 
one that aligns with the orchestra’s collective pace of breath-
ing made me think of your work. You are taking a language 
that has its own rhythm and sound (think of the sound of the 
keyboard as we type short digital missives) and you transfer 
it onto a different medium (letterpress printing). In doing 
so, you extract elements of one culture and you deliberately 
blend it with another culture. Some people would even 
argue that letterpress printing is a culture of the past but I 
don’t agree.

Let’s just say that you are blending two different cultures: 
a fast and a slow, an impulsive with a reasoned one and so 
on. The pause you take from our digital world, allows you 
to create ‘ma’ in a new medium, a message printed on fine 
paper, an enriched experience that appeals to our mind and 
pleases our sensory system. The tactility of the previously 
elusive digital message is real: We can actually feel it on the 
paper. How much of that was premeditated for you? How 
much was the result of experimentation?

Mariko: Your words are so eloquent. I don’t think I can 
articulate it better than that. You’re right, there is an element 
of marrying two opposites. As you mention it’s taking the 
elements of our current culture, where everything is at our 
fingertips and we suffer from information overload, and 
trying to capture the sentimentality in it. 

We are emotionally moved by different things today than in 
the past. I don’t see many things in popular culture acknowl-
edging this. That’s where I saw an opportunity in the greet-
ing card market, where the whole point is to be sentimental.

For example, in the 80’s or 90’s, a way you would show your 
affection to someone might be to talk to someone on the 
phone for hours or call long distance – which was expensive 
so it was a sweeping gesture to not care about how much a 
phone call cost. Now, long distance calls are cheap. The ease 
of communication lessens the value of the act. 

Instead, we have other ways to show we are willing to go out 
of our way for someone. My card that states: “I wait to watch 
tv shows with you” tries to capture one way we show some-
one matters in our lives. These days, with everyone having 
short attention spans and having tv shows at the push of a 
button, waiting to watch a tv show takes a certain amount of 
self control, which is endearing. This is the type of sentimen-
tality that I want to evoke.

I think that throughout the ages we are always feeling emo-
tions. It’s the changes in how we express love and kindness 
that changes slightly because the value of time has changed 
through the years. Even though it’s easy to distance our-
selves from emotion in a more digital age, there is always 
a market for creating an authentic experience and I try to 
channel that.
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PIQluxury: “I go visible when you sign online”
Could you take us through the writing process? It seems to 
me what you are capturing with your messages are the sit-
uations we all have been in, (all computer users that is….) 
And you are one of the first ones to do it! You are the first to 
observe this digital generation and capture its language and 
gestures on paper. 

Mariko: I am constantly jotting down phrases and ideas to 
my evernote notebook. I love paper and pens and it’s one 
industry where the ideas keep coming. It’s the editing and 
curating of my ideas to become a cohesive group of work 
that takes time. For this aspect of my creative process I sit 
at my desk and go through my notes and brainstorm card 
ideas if there are categories I may have missed in my idea 
collection process. For example, sympathy cards are hard to 
do and didn’t come up that much in my notes. I had to sit 
and devote time to think about that card category. My goal 
is to create a collection of cards that have a balance of inno-
vative designs that may not be the best sellers and market 
friendly designs.
 
PIQluxury: You are a millennial yourself and totally at ease 
with programming. You know how to sew, how to print but 
also how to code. Tell us about the marriage of these fields. 
What gave you the idea to move from the intangible to the 
tangible?  

Mariko: I am still a novice programmer. I can only edit and 
tweak what has already been made. I don’t see program-
ming to be that much different than creating tangible items. 
In both cases you start with an idea, plan out the pattern 
or framework and build from there. In programming your 
tools are code, while in crafts your tools are paper, leather or 
fabric etc.

PIQluxury: Your product line speaks of innovation but also 
speaks of  ‘making time,’ picking up a pen and signing our 
name (if not elaborating on the printed message). It actually 
forces us to break from the efficiency of the digital world 
and return to the indulgent fluidity of the material world. Do 
you see the two worlds opposing each other? Do you see a 
juxtaposition or a duality?

Mariko: I see the two worlds complementing one another. 
One thing digital communication cannot do right now is 
bring a level of formality. In fact, that’s what’s so great about 
digital communication. Pen and paper fills that gap by pro-
viding a level of formality. I guess it might be the other way 
around, since pen and paper came first and the digital age 
just made paper communication more formal.

PIQluxury: In a little over a year of operations, you have now 
stocked some of the most prestigious retailers. Which traits 
do you think make your work attractive and on which ones 
do you wish to elaborate further?

Mariko: I think that my designs don’t get lost in the more 
flowery/busy options that are out there. They are also not 
void of emotion as many minimalistic designs evoke. I think 
that is what has made my work attractive so far. I want to 
elaborate on this in different product offerings. Right now 
we only do greeting cards, but note cards, wrapping paper, 
calendars and other paper goods will allow me to explore 
other ways to reach people.

PIQluxury: As an entrepreneur and marketer of a novel 
product you must have gained valuable lessons. What are 
the two top ones you would share with other creatives who 
want to innovate with products of superior quality?

Mariko: One lesson I learned is that nothing will be perfect 
and it’s important to keep going despite it. There are so 
many steps to design, develop and market a product. If the 
idea is solid, good things will follow. Refinement comes in 
iterations.

Second, make sure it’s something you love. There are so 
many unglamorous aspects to running a business and if the 
final product is not rewarding to you, what is hard will feel 
even harder.

PIQluxury: Mariko, thank you for sharing your experiences 
and creative process with us. Your work truly exemplifies 
‘ma,’ that distinctly Japanese concept of time, one long and 
deep breath that allows one to reconnect with the present 
and appreciate life. Your work is awesome. Thanks for taking 
the time to inspire us. 

All photography in this segment by FindOrion Photography
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